Materials Needed:
• White stickers
• Color Markers/Crayons/Pencils
• Printer Paper

Curriculum Share
DRDP Measure: Fine Motor Skills & Classification
Age Group: Toddlers - Preschool

Sticker Matching - Colors

Practicing and mastering fine motor skills will help with tasks and routines we have on the daily. These tasks include brushing our teeth, changing our clothes, eating, and our schooling and work life. Another skill that can be learned is classifying and sorting. This is a start to matching and distinguishing how to categorize objects.
Directions → **Toddlers**

- **Step 1** –
  Use coloring utensil to color white stickers. Color white stickers to allow each color to be on 2-5 stickers
- **Step 2** –
  Peel and stick away on printer paper

Directions → **Preschool**

- **Step 1** –
  Use coloring utensil to color white stickers. Color white stickers to allow each color to be on 2-5 stickers
- **Step 2** –
  On printer paper, color the same amount of color blobs as colored white stickers
    Ex. Made 3 colored stickers of yellow, blue & green. Make 3 colored blobs of each yellow, blue & green on printer paper.
- **Step 3** –
  Peel colored sticker and match it to the corresponding color blob on the printer paper.